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            RESPAWN FLEXX
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            6 Available Colors

        

        
            	Designed in collaboration with ergonomic experts and gaming professionals to provide expertise in developing the FLEXX
	2x stronger and breathable performance mesh creates a conforming seat without reducing breathability

	An adjustable recline resistance provides support whilst leaning back in the chair

	Contains a locking capability allowing the user to keep a preferred reclining position intact
	A seat depth slider allows for a more comfortable seat while promoting leg support
	300 lb Weight Capacity
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            RESPAWN 110

            $139.99
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            5 Available Colors

        

        
            	The 135-degree recline combined with an infinite angle lock provides options to provide you ultimate comfort - sit up straight or lean back and relax.

	An integrated headrest creates a sleek, seamless aesthetic
	The tilt tension knob allows a rocking motion for easy movement in the RESPAWN 110

	275 lb weight capacity carries you through the trenches of gaming
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            RESPAWN SPECTER

            $349.99
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            2 Available Colors

        

        
            	First-of-its kind flip back arms allow you to sit uniquely during work or play

	The unique segmented back has built-in weight-activated lumbar support that allows the chair to form to support your back.
	Performance mesh back and seat allow for cooling comfort while seated

	With a seat depth adjustment slide, this chair will accommodate your body’s needs.

	A full-width, height-adjustable headrest pivots for the utmost comfort for the neck and head
	300 lb weight capacity carries you through the heavy lifting 
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            RESPAWN SPIRE

            $499.99

        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
            

            2 Available Colors

        

        
            	3D knitted breathable mesh back with honeycomb support forms to you, without wearing out over time
	Seat cooling technology with a gel layer evenly distributes heat throughout the seat

	First-of-its-kind flip-back arms create an unobtrusive experience with the ability to sit uniquely to your comfort 

	A weight-activated ergonomic seat and back tilt allows for comfort ultimate personal comfort
	115-degree recline gives you the option to sit up straight or lean back and relax 

	A 300 lb weight capacity carries you through the heavy lifting of gaming
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            RESPAWN 900

            $349.99

        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
            

            5 Available Colors

        

        
            	Console gaming recliner with headrest pillow
	Recline and footrest operate independently for maximum comfort
	Built-in cup holder and side pouch
	Stationary padded armrests
	Built-in lumbar support and standard height base
	135-degree independent recline with tilt tension for max control
	360-degree swivel
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            RESPAWN 3085

            $179.99

        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                
            

            7 Available Colors

        

        
            	Our entry level gaming chair provides next level comfort and style with generous padding and colored mesh accents
	Contoured segmented padding forms to your body for hours of work or play
	Contrasting colored mesh gives you a cool feel with personalized style
	Flip up padded armrests get out of your way for easy under desk storage or when you just need more room to stretch
	15 degree tilt recline allows you to lean back and relax with weight activated rock recline
	275 lb weight capacity, 360 degree swivel and height adjustment for long-lasting use
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